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Abstract 

The present invention relates to an apparatus for preventing spilling of hotbeverages, 

comprising a beaker for reserving the hot beverages that comprising, a first lock attached to a 

first portion of the beaker, wherein the first lock consists of a hole having a strainer for 

filtering and pouring out the hot beverages, a second lock attached to other side of the first 

portion of the beaker, a detachable cover plate attached to the beaker that covers the 

hotbeverages present inside the beaker that comprising, a first lock attached to theplate, 

wherein the lock includes a hole cavity attached to the hole of the firstlock for maintaining 

the flow beverages, a second lock attached to other side ofthe plate for blocking the second 

lock of the beaker, and a varsel adjoined tothe cover plate for protecting the leakage of the 

hot beverages. 
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1. Introduction 

Tea is a well-known aromatic beverage that is prepared by pouringhot or boiling water 

with some flavoring agent. After water, it is second most widely consumed drink in the 

world. It was first recorded in china in 59 BC, though probably originated earlier. A tea 

pots or kettles are utensil designed to filter out the tea infusion from the mixture of liquid 

and flavoring agents. There are multiple types of the teapots available, such as cast iron, 

glass teapots, ceramic teapots, silver teapots, and steel teapots. Conventionally, the 

teapots are designed to filter and pour out the tea infusion from the pot containing liquid 

and flavoring agents by making use of a strainer. During the filtration, sometimes the few 

tea drops fall on the ground surface and make it untidy. In addition to this, as the teapot 

is having an open upper portion, due to which the heat transfer process occur and 

beverages do not remains hot for the long duration of time when the heat supply is 

disconnected. In order to overcome the aforementioned problem, there is need to develop 

an apparatus that helps to heat the beverages in cost-effective manner and also minimizes 

the falling of tea infusion on the ground surface while filtering and pouring out it from 

the teapot. 
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2. Experiment  

The proposed portable liquid heating device, forheating up liquid by transferring magnetic 

field generated by the flow of electric current to produce vibration inside liquid molecules 

that further leads the heating of liquid molecules[1]. The device is designed to heat liquid by 

making use of electromagnetism process[2]. The nano-liquid purifier having rectangular 

shape is attached to first end of the device that purifies amount of impurities present in the 

liquid to obtain liquid free from germs[3]. The impurities are preferably heavy metal and salt 

composition. The Teflon sheet is installed in the device that resists chemical and high 

temperature. It is also known as polytetrafluoroethylene. It is non-reactive in nature, because 

of the strength of carbon-fluorine bond, that’s why they are used in containers for reactive 

and corrosive chemicals. It has chemical formula of (C2F4)n [4]. with a melting point of 

326.8 degree Celsius[5]. The aluminum sheet having high conductivity is attached to the 

Teflon sheet that shields electronic equipment’s against low frequency magnetic field. The 

sheet can easily heat up, but it can release heat at very slower rate. The sheet is winded by the 

copper coil. When electrical field is applied, then the aluminum sheet is heated due to flow of 

electrons that leads to the generation of magnetic field in the copper coil. When the liquid is 

added into the device, then the generated magnetic field come in direct contact with the liquid 

molecules that creates some vibrations in the liquid molecules to heat up the same. As the 

liquid molecules are diamagnetic in nature. When the electric field is increased by thrice the 

magnetic field is also increased by nine times. The Mu metal alloy sheet is sandwiched 

between the Teflon and the aluminum sheet that shields the electronic equipment’s coming in 

contact with the low frequency magnetic field[6]. The Mu metal alloy is mixture of nickel-

iron soft ferromagnetic material. The alloy mixture comprising 77% nickel, 5% copper, and 

2% chromium or molybdenum. It is ferromagnetic in nature and also has high 

permeability[7][8]. The battery is connected at last end of the device that stores the power for 

the operation of device. It basically store electrical energy that further generates magnetic 

field to heat up the liquid molecules. The regulator is connected to the battery that regulates 

the amount of electric current required to charge the battery. The charging unit is connected 

to the regulator that provides electric current for the charging of the battery. The holding 

spring is present between the aluminum sheet and the alloy sheet that separates the aluminum 

sheet and the alloy sheet form each other. The vacuum is present between the aluminum sheet 

and the alloy sheet that reduces amount of heat transfer between the same. The switch is 
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connected to the battery that regulates the flow of electrical 

 

 

 

3. Result and conclusion 

The device is fabricated to heat the liquid by generating magneticfield using applied 

electrical field to heat up the liquid present inside thedevice. It also removes the 

impurities from the liquid by using nano

nature. It is basically fabricated to 

It also helps in heating liquid at very short interval of time.
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